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Adding optical functionality to a silicon microelectronic chip is one of the most challenging problems of materials research.
Silicon is an indirect-bandgap semiconductor and so is an inef®cient emitter of light. For this reason, integration of optically
functional elements with silicon microelectronic circuitry has largely been achieved through the use of direct-bandgap
compound semiconductors. For optoelectronic applications, the key device is the light sourceÐa laser. Compound
semiconductor lasers exploit low-dimensional electronic systems, such as quantum wells and quantum dots, as the active
optical amplifying medium. Here we demonstrate that light ampli®cation is possible using silicon itself, in the form of quantum
dots dispersed in a silicon dioxide matrix. Net optical gain is seen in both waveguide and transmission con®gurations, with the
material gain being of the same order as that of direct-bandgap quantum dots. We explain the observations using a model based
on population inversion of radiative states associated with the Si/SiO2 interface. These ®ndings open a route to the fabrication of
a silicon laser.

Silicon, the mainstay semiconductor in microelectronic circuitry,
has been considered unsuitable for optoelectronic applications
owing to its indirect electronic bandgap, which limits its ef®ciency
as a light emitter. Recently, room-temperature light emission from
silicon has been shown to be possible when the silicon is in the form
of a low-dimensional system1±5 or when selected active impurities
(such as erbium6) and/or new phases (such as iron disilicide7) are
inserted into the silicon lattice. All manner of low-dimensional
silicon systemsÐsuch as porous silicon1,2,5, silicon nanocrystals3,
silicon/insulator superlattices4, silicon nano-pillars8Ðare being
actively investigated as a means of improving the light-emission
properties of silicon. The physical mechanism underlying high
external quantum ef®ciencies for photoluminescence in low-
dimensional silicon is mainly that of the quantum con®nement of
excitons in a nanometre-scale crystalline structure9, although the
silicon/dielectric interface is also thought to play an active role in
both the passivation of non-radiative states and the formation of
radiative states10. Such work has led to many claims of a future role
for silicon in photonic applications9,11±13, yet a silicon laser has
remained unlikely14.

To produce a silicon-based laser, we should demonstrate its light
ampli®cation or stimulated emission15. But light ampli®cation in
silicon is dif®cult because (1) it has ef®cient free carrier absorption,
which reduces the net gain available for laser action14; (2) there is

signi®cant Auger saturation of the luminescence intensity at high
power9; and (3) there is signi®cant size-dependence of the radiative
energies in Si nanostructures, which yields large inhomogeneous
broadening and signi®cant optical losses in the system16. Here we
report measurements of stimulated emission and light ampli®ca-
tion in Si nanostructures and demonstrate optical gain in a single
pass con®guration. Population inversion is realized between the
fundamental and a radiative state associated with the nanocrystal±
oxide interface10. These ®ndings could lead the way to a silicon-
based laser.

Silicon nanocrystals
Low-dimensional silicon nanocrystals have been produced by
negative ion implantation (80 keV; 1 3 1017 Si ions cm 2 2) into
ultra-pure quartz substrates or into thermally grown silicon dioxide
layers on Si substrates, followed by high-temperature thermal
annealing (1,100 8C for 1 h). Quartz wafers (hereafter referred to
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Figure 1 Room temperature absorbance and luminescence of Si nanocrystals embedded

in a quartz matrix. The experimental set-up limited the absorbance measurement range.

The absorbance of the quartz wafer was subtracted from the measured spectra. The

488 nm line of an Ar laser excited the luminescence.
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Figure 2 Ampli®ed spontaneous emission intensity (ASE, disks) versus excitation stripe

length (l) of Si nanocrystals embedded in a quartz matrix. Recording wavelength, 800 nm.

A ®t to the data with equation (1) is shown as the dashed line. The inset shows the

experimental method. A cylindrical lens was used to focus the laser beam on the sample

surface on a stripe 10-mm wide and of variable length. Only the central part of the laterally

unfocused laser spot was used to excite the sample. Measurements show that within

these experimental conditions the laser power density on the sample surface is constant

and independent of l. An optical 40 ´ objective imaged the sample edge on a 40-mm

pinhole so that only the light coming from the near sample surface region was collected.

The use of a pulsed laser avoided any thermal heating of the sample. The excitation

conditions were 1 kW cm-2 mean power at a wavelength of 390 nm.
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as `sample A') were used for optical transmission experiments, and
silicon wafers (hereafter referred to as `sample B') to demonstrate
microelectronics compatibility. Transmission electron microscopy
of these samples showed silicon nanocrystals embedded within the
oxide matrix. They were formed in a region centred at a depth of
110 nm from the sample surface and extending for a thickness of
100 nm; they were ,3 nm in diameter, with a concentration of
2 3 1019 cm 2 3. If we consider the Maxwell±Garnett approxima-
tion, we can estimate an effective refractive index of 1.89 for the
nanocrystal region (see Fig. 3 in the Supplementary Information).
For nanocrystals produced by plasma-enhanced chemical vapour
deposition (PE-CVD)17, an effective refractive index of 1.71 was
measured by ellipsometry. We note that in sample A, this causes the
formation of a planar waveguide with an optical ®lling factor of
about 9.7% when a refractive index of 1.89 is considered, or of
1.17% when a refractive index of 1.71 is assumed (see Fig. 3 in the
Supplementary Information).

Absorbance and luminescence spectra at room temperature for
sample A are shown in Fig. 1. A single wide emission band peaked at
800 nm, characteristic of the radiative recombination of carriers in
Si nanocrystals, is observed. Absorbance measurements revealed a
band in the near-infrared and a rising absorption edge at shorter
wavelengths. The rising edge is due to absorption in the quantum
con®ned states of the nanocrystals18, whereas the peculiar feature of
the near-infrared absorption band is caused by a Si�O interface
state10,19,20. As predicted by theory10,21 and inferred from experiment,
the interface state is formed at the interface between the Si
nanocrystals and the SiO2 matrix. The microscopic nature of
these interface states is still under debate10,21. Very good quality
SiO2 and Si nanocrystals are needed to observe this interface state,
which in other Si-based systems is hindered by interfaces with
defects or the low quality of the oxide. We note the spectral
coincidence of the emission band and the interface state absorption
band, suggesting that radiative emission in Si nanocrystals occurs
through a radiative state associated with the nanocrystal±oxide
interface. Time-resolved luminescence, under picosecond excita-
tion, on our nanocrystals showed a very fast rise time, within our
experimental sensitivity (some nanoseconds)22. The decay time of
the luminescence was in the microsecond range; it is dependent on
the emission energy23.

Light ampli®cation
To measure light ampli®cation we used the variable strip length
method (see the inset of Fig. 2)24. The sample is optically excited by a

doubled Ti:sapphire laser beam (l � 390 nm, 2-ps pulse width, 82-
MHz repetition rate) in a stripe-like geometry with variable length
(l). The ampli®ed spontaneous emission intensity IASE that is
emitted from the sample edge (observation angle f � 0) is mea-
sured as a function of l. From a ®t of the resulting curve, the optical
gain g can be deduced at every wavelength. By assuming a one-
dimensional ampli®er model, IASE can be related to g by15,24

IASE�l� ~
ISPONT 3 l

g 2 a
e�g 2 a�l 2 1
ÿ �

�1�

where ISPONT is the spontaneous emission intensity per unit length
and a an overall loss coef®cient. The gain measured in this way
is the modal gain15. Figure 2 shows IASE versus l in Si nano-
crystals measured at a wavelength of 800 nm. For small values
of l (,0.05 cm), an exponential increase of IASE is observed that
indicates the occurrence of ampli®ed spontaneous emission. A ®t
with equation (1) yields the net modal gain g 2 a �

100 6 10 cm 2 1. For large values of l (.0.05 cm), IASE saturates as
expected for any ®nite power supply ampli®cation mechanism. At
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Figure 3 Spectral dependence of the net modal gain. Sample A, circles; sample B,

triangles. The experimental conditions were as in Fig. 2. The large error bars result from

both the low signal-to-noise ratio of the streak camera detection for low intensity signals

and from the numerical procedure used for obtaining the modal gain from the ASE

data30,31.
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Figure 4 Ampli®ed spontaneous emission spectra of sample A for different measurement

conditions. a, Ampli®ed spontaneous emission (ASE) spectra for a constant excitation

length l � 2;000 mm and various power densities P: continuous line 2.3 kW cm-2,

dashed line 1 kW cm-2, dotted line 170 W cm-2. b, ASE spectra for constant

P � 2:3 kW cm 2 2 and various l values: l � 2;000 mm continuous line, l � 650 mm

dashed line, l � 200 mm dotted line. c, ASE spectra for constant P � 1 kW cm2 2 and

l � 3;000 mm and various observation angles f. f is de®ned with respect to the optical

axis of the one-dimensional ampli®er. Continuous line f � 08, dashed line f � 1:58,
dash-dotted line f � 2:58, dotted line f � 208. The low energy cut-off of the

photomultiplier used to record the data deforms the spectra for wavelength longer than

880 nm. d, Full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the ASE emission as a function of the

observation angle f. e, Peak intensity of the ASE signal as a function of f.
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low power density, we measured absorption; when the pump
power was increased, the peak net modal gain increased and then
saturated at values of about 100 cm-1 for power densities of about
5 kW cm-2.

By measuring the ampli®ed signal for various wavelengths we
obtained the gain spectrum for both samples A and B (Fig. 3; see
also Supplementary Information). A wide spectral band is observed
which spectrally overlaps the wavelength range of the luminescence,
demonstrating that ampli®cation is produced by the radiative state
associated with the nanocrystal±oxide interface. We noticed that
both samples yielded similar shapes and values for the gain curve. A
con®rmation of these ®ndings was the observation of a strong
emission lineshape narrowing (Fig. 4), either when the pump power
density P is increased with ®xed excitation length l (Fig. 4a), or when
the excitation length l is increased with a ®xed P (Fig. 4b). When l
and P are ®xed and the observation angle f is changed (Fig. 4c±e), a
signi®cant intensity decrease and a broadening of the ampli®ed
emission spectrum occur as soon as there is deviation from the strict
one-dimensional ampli®er con®guration, that is, when f . 08.
These observations support also the waveguide formation in our
samples.

The most direct evidence of light ampli®cation from our systems
was provided by pump and probe transmission measurements. An
intense laser beam (pump) at 390 nm excites the sample in order to
reach the population inversion needed for ampli®cation, while a
weak probe signal at ,800 nm passes through the active layer of
thickness d. In the presence (absence) of the pump beam the probe
beam is ampli®ed (absorbed). In Fig. 5 we show the results. The
probe signal is clearly ampli®ed when passing through the excited
nanocrystals. To our knowledge, this is the ®rst evidence of light
ampli®cation in transmission, usually named single-pass gain, in Si-
based systems. We deduced the net material gain values by using the
formula given in Fig. 5; they are high enough to compare with those
of self-assembled quantum dots made of III±V semiconductors25,26:
10;000 6 3;000 cm 2 1. This value has a very large error bar because
of the geometry of the active nanocrystal layer and the losses in the
quartz substrate. No change in probe intensity in the presence/
absence of the pump beam was observed when the probe beam
passed through pure quartz (without nanocrystals). Moreover, by
decreasing the pump intensity (Fig. 5, right panel) we measured
even absorption of the probe beam (population inversion is no

longer reached in nanocrystals). By changing the probe wavelength
the net material gain decreased and eventually disappeared (ampli-
®cation is lost when the probe energy is no longer in resonance with
the transition for which population inversion is achieved) with an
overall spectral dependence similar to that shown in Fig. 3 (see also
Supplementary Information).

Gain cross-section per nanocrystal
By using the formalism of ref. 27 and the measured probe beam
transmission under inversion conditions, we estimated a maxi-
mum-gain cross-section per nanocrystal gT < 5 3 10 2 16 cm2. It is
interesting to compare this gain cross-section per nanocrystal with
the photon absorption cross-section per nanocrystal (j). We have
hence directly measured the absorption cross-sections of ion-
implanted Si nanocrystals by studying the rise time of the photo-
luminescence intensity as a function of pump power in a fashion
similar to that recently reported for porous Si28.

The photoluminescence intensity is given by 1 ~ N*=tR, where N*
is the concentration of excited nanocrystals and tR the radiative
lifetime. The rate equation for nanocrystal excitation will be:

dN*

dt
� jJ�N 2 N*�2

N*

t
�2�

where J is the photon ¯ux, N is the concentration of nanocrystals
and t is the decay time, taking into account both radiative and non-
radiative processes. If a continuous wave (CW) pumping laser is
turned on at t � 0, N* will change according to equation (2) and
the photoluminescence intensity will increase according to the
following law:

I�t� � I0 1 2 exp 2 jJ �
1

t

� �
t

� �� �
� I0 1 2 exp 2

t

ton

� �� �� �
�3�

A measure of the photoluminescence rise time as a function of J will
therefore give direct information on the absorption cross-section.
The inset to Fig. 6 shows I(t) at 850 nm for Si nanocrystals pumped
at 488 nm for different pump powers P. As predicted by equation
(3), the photoluminescence rise time becomes shorter and shorter
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by a Kr lamp, which was imaged to a spot size of about 0.01 mm2 on the sample surface.

The pump beam had a mean power of about 2 kW cm-2 and a wavelength of 390 nm.

Right panel, dependence of the material gain value on the pump power density.
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as P is increased. By ®tting these curves with equation (3) we obtain
the values of the rise time, ton, at the different P values. The
reciprocal of ton is reported in Fig. 6 as a function of J. The data
follow a straight line with a slope j < 3 3 10 2 16 cm2. The intercept
of the ®tted straight line with the vertical axis gives the lifetime of
the Si nanocrystals in the system at the measured wavelength. The
obtained value (70 ms) is in agreement with decay time measure-
ments at 850 nm on the same sample. In this way we have been able
to obtain a direct measurement of the photon absorption cross-
section of the nanocrystals. Although this measurement is per-
formed at an excitation wavelength of 488 nm, it should re¯ect the
property of the 800 nm state because absorbance at these two
wavelengths is identical (see Fig. 1). We note that, as theoretically
predicted15, the measured absorption cross-section j is of the same
order of magnitude as the gain cross-section gT. The same agree-
ment is found when we compare the net material gain to the
absorption coef®cient deduced by the absorbance data of Fig. 1.

Another important issue concerns the comparison of the gain
cross-sections that are derived from the modal and the material
gain. It was shown in ref. 27 that in the variable stripe-length
geometry, the gain cross-section per nanocrystal (gASE) can be
derived by using

gASE �
g

�f c 2 f v�N¡
�4�

where ¡ is the optical ®lling factor of the ampli®ed mode. By
assuming a complete population inversion f c 2 f v � 1, an optical
®lling factor of 0.097 and the measured net modal gain g < 100 cm 2 1,
one ®nds gASE < 5 3 102 17 cm2. This is a lower limit to gASE. If we
consider an incomplete inversion or a weaker con®ning waveguide
(that is, no step index pro®le in the waveguide and/or a lower effective
refractive index for the nanocrystal), gASE will signi®cantly increase.
For example, by using the ¡ value computed for the refractive
index measured in PE-CVD nanocrystals17, we obtain gASE < 3 3
102 16 cm2. The difference between the two estimated values of gASE

may be an indication of the quantitative uncertainty on the gain
cross-section values determined by the gain measurements.

A comparison of the gain cross-sections per nanocrystal derived
by transmission (gT) and by the variable strip length method (gASE)
shows that the two values are in reasonable quantitative agreement.
Indeed, the determined value of gASE is only a lower limit and there

are large error bars on the pump and probe determined gain
coef®cients.

Origin of gain
The wide spectral gain of inhomogeneous nature is energetically
matching both the luminescence emission and the 800-nm interface
state absorption band. For these reasons, a three-level model is
proposed to explain the observed gain (Fig. 7): two levels corre-
spond to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), or the
bottom of the conduction band, and to the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO), or the top of the valence band of the
nanocrystal, respectively. The third level is due to the radiative
interface state observed in absorption and responsible for the
luminescence emission band at 800 nm. Optical excitation popu-
lates the LUMO, emptying the HOMO. Electrons from the LUMO
relax very rapidly to the interface state. Electrons in the interface
state have long lifetimes. Indeed, the absorption band at 800 nm, the
Stokes shift between absorption and luminescence, the fast rise and
the slow decay times of the 800-nm luminescence under picosecond
excitation, and the ef®cient luminescence emission of the 800-nm
luminescence all support this energy model. Within the model, the
rate of depopulation of the initial state is much faster than its ®lling
rate via a carrier recombination mediated by the interface state.
Population inversion between the HOMO and the radiative state
associated with the nanocrystal±oxide interface is thus possible.
This model also explains why losses due to free carrier absorption
that usually exceed the gain by stimulated emission in other Si based
systems29, or those due to Auger recombinations22, are not effective
here. In addition, model calculations10 show that the size depen-
dence of the radiative interface state energy is smaller than that of
conduction-to-valence band transitions, relaxing issues related to
the broad distribution of sizes.

Using the measured absorption cross-section j per nanocrystal,
we estimate that under our peak excitation condition of about 1022

photons cm-2 s-1, more than 100 electron±hole pairs per nanocrys-
tal are generated. As we have nanocrystals with about 500 Si atoms,
of which about 35% are surface atoms, we have about 150 interface
states available per Si nanocrystal when we assume that each surface
Si atom is bound to an O atom. In Fig. 5, we show that to have
optical gain the excitation level should be high enough to invert
most of these states.

In Table 1 we report a compilation of data on the gain cross-
section per quantum dot for some III±V semiconductors. It can be
noticed that the silicon nanocrystal values are about three orders of
magnitude lower than the one typically found in InAs quantum
dots. We argue that this is due to the indirect bandgap of Si and to
the fact that the gain is due to radiative interface states. Despite this
difference, the net material gain is of the same order of magnitude
between Si nanocrystals and InAs quantum dot systems, owing to
the much higher areal density of nanocrystals that is achievable with
the ion-implantation method used in this work. We note that the
gain cross-section per nanocrystal g is inversely proportional to the
radiative lifetime tR (ref. 15). By looking at the g data in Table 1, we
infer large differences in lifetimes. Indeed radiative lifetimes in the
microsecond range are measured for Si nanocrystals, whereas for
InAs quantum dot lifetimes in the nanosecond range were
reported25,26.
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Figure 7 Schematic energy diagram for a nanocrystal showing how population inversion

can be reached in this system.

Table 1 Gain cross-section per quantum dot or nanocrystal

Quantum dot material Net model gain
(cm-1)

Net material gain
(´104 cm-1)

Areal dot density
(cm-2)

Active layer thickness
(nm)

Filling factor
(10-4)

Gain cross-section per dot
(10-16 cm2)

Reference

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

InAs single layer quantum dot 8.2 9* 1 ´ 1011 1.7 1.2 1,200 25

InAs 7 stacks quantum dot 70±85 1.5* 1 ´ 1011 100 48 4,000 26

GaAs single layer quantum dot 13* 1 ´ 1010 450* 27

Si nanocrystals 100 1 2 ´ 1014 100 970 0.5±5 This work
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

* Calculated approximately.
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Conclusions
Modal and net material optical gains have been observed unam-
biguously in Si nanocrystals. Quantitative estimates of gain cross-
section per nanocrystal show that the measured values are orders of
magnitude lower than those found in III±V semiconductor quan-
tum dots. However, owing to the much higher stacking density of Si
nanocrystals with respect to direct-bandgap quantum dots, similar
values for the material gain are observed. These ®ndings open a
route towards the realization of a silicon-based laser. M
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